Rotary Hammer Kit

RT-RH 32 Kit
Item No.: 4258485
Ident No.: 11049
Bar Code: 4006825578935
The Einhell rotary hammer set RT-RH 32 Kit is designed for performing work of drilling, impact drilling and chiseling with chisel lock with a 1,250 W
powerhouse. The pneumatic impact mechanism delivers an impact power of 3.5 J for drilling up to 32 mm in concrete. The rotary hammer is equipped
with a SDS-plus tool chuck, an aluminium gear head, an infinitely adjustable drilling depth stop made of solid metal and a cable clip. The vibrationcushioned main handle absorbs vibrations, large soft grip surfaces and the additional handle with ribs provide a firm hold. The overload safety stop
provides enhanced safety. The set includes 10 drills (Ø5-16 mm), a drill bit (Ø 68 mm), a pointed and flat chisel in a practical transport and storage
case.

Features & Benefits
- 3 functions: Drilling, impact drilling, chiseling with lock
- Overload safety stop for extra user safety
- Large soft grip surfaces for pleasant working
- Pneumatic impact mechanism for very good forward traction
- Rugged SDS-plus tool chuck
- Low-vibration operations by vibration-cushioned main handle
- Robust aluminium gear head
- Additional handle with ribs for secure fastening
- Infinitely adjustable drilling depth stop made of solid metal
- Cable clip for fixing the wound-up cable
- Incl. 10 drills (Ø 5-16 mm) and drill bit (Ø 68 mm)
- Incl. pointed and flat chisel
- Supplied in a practical transport and storage case

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Idle speed
- Impact rate
- Impact power
- Tool holder
- Drilling capacity in concrete

230 V | 50 Hz
1250 W
800 min^-1
4300 min^-1
3.5 J
SDS-plus
32 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

6.1 kg
11.25 kg
430 x 390 x 140 mm
2 Pieces
23.5 kg
450 x 285 x 380 mm
1110

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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Available as special accessories
SDS Drill/chisel set AC 12 pcs
Rotary Hammer Accessory
Item No.: 4258090
Bar Code: 4006825538885
Einhell Grey
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